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ith the untimely
passing of Viv
Shepherd last month,
the independent
healthcare sector has
lost one of its leading champions.
Over the years, as the design and
production man on Healthcare Business
I have written the odd headline, the
odd sub head but it breaks my heart
that this is the first piece of text I’ve
ever composed for this last ever
remnant of Viv Shepherd’s great
publication.
Viv’s roots were in professional
journalism and she launched
Healthcare Business just over 12 years
ago, determined to make it much,
much more than a mere vehicle for
advertising and to set standards in
editorial content and design for others
to aspire to.
The extent to which she succeeded
is evident in this tribute from Paul
Ridout (ridout-law.com): “Rapidly
Healthcare Business became known as
THE news and comment source for
absolutely everyone in the health and
care sector. Viv was a towering
presence professionally and socially,
leading from the front in all her
endeavours and a constant source of
inspiration and expertise for all of us
whenever we needed support. She will
be irreplaceable and leaves a legacy
which will survive and thrive for a very
long time.”
When I first met Viv a little over 30
years ago she was running a PR
company whilst I had a fledgling
graphic design business. Together we
serviced a number of accounts mainly
in the medical equipment and supplies
sector. Through her I made numerous
lucrative contacts that promoted the
steady expansion of my studio – Viv’s
positive influence effectively paid my
mortgage and educated my children
(whose careers she followed with
interest).
Her business style combined
intelligence with charm. She would
guide a meeting not by dominating it
but with deft interventions to nudge it
back on course. Her instinct for when to
concede and when to stand firm was
generated by her understanding not
just of the subject matter, but also of
the personalities involved. More often
than not, by the end of the meeting,
Viv’s work-around would get what had
been conceded reinstated.
She started a magazine the title of
which now escapes me at a time when
my business was still small enough for
me to work personally on it with her
and this period further affirmed how
much we saw eye-to-eye and a very
happy, close working relationship was
cemented.
Our first parting of ways was Viv’s
appointment as Editor of This Caring
Business, then probably the leading
magazine in the sector. We were
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reunited when she persuaded This
Caring Business to move its production
to my studio, Campbell Graphics.
The second break resulted from the
sale of This Caring Business to a large
publishing house. Viv remained as
Editor but inevitably the production
was soon taken away from Campbell
Graphics. Viv later complained to me
that to finalise the magazine, she now
had to spend three or four nights a
month in a hotel in southern England
and for production staff was given the
services of “two uneducated children”.
By the time Viv eventually left This
Caring Business, I had wound-up my
studio and retreated to work from
home. Once Viv was freed from the
legal terms of her departure from This
Caring Business she contacted me with
the Healthcare Business proposal. The
dream team was back.
For the next nine years, as each
issue came towards completion and
Viv’s idiosyncratic emails had been
ploughed through, she would drive
across the Pennines to my home office
in Stockport to put that edition of
Healthcare Business to bed.
Production had to be acheived
remotely when I moved to Devon three
years ago. The monthly meetings with
Viv were in the top three of the things I
most dearly missed about leaving
Stockport. The personal contact had to
be replaced by the occasional long,
chatty email.
Viv seemed to know everybody
who was anybody in the sector and on
more than a passing basis. She had a
fabulous head for detail and her
knowledge was encyclopedic and not
just on this specialist area. My bringing
up any topic that was currently of
interest to me would result in a cogent
and penetrating response from Viv –
she surely must have been a Godsend
to any quiz team.
She was one of those rare people
who always seem to have spare
capacity. Load tasks on them as you
will, they continue to cope.
Her attitude to Healthcare Business
deadlines shared some of the disdain
expressed by the author Douglas
Adams who said “I love deadlines. I
love the whooshing noise they make as
they go past.”
Our working sessions together were
frequently interrupted as we recovered
from bouts of laughter – it was an
absolute joy to work with Viv.
Viv was my last remaining client. I
thought she would go on for ever and
that I would continue to do the
production for as long as she wanted,
churning out Healthcare Business into
the sunset, until one of us cracked.
We are all devastated by her loss.
For me she transitioned from client to
friend long, long ago. She had style,
character and flair.
A life well-lived indeed.
John Campbell
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Not even the coronavirus could
notch street magicians baffled the
dampen the spirits at the Royal
reception crowd into the evening.
Lancaster Hotel on the 11th March as
The undoubted star of the show,
an audience of 550 celebrated the
best in care sector design at the 21st
Pinders lunch.
Jon Chapman chose a magical
theme and his alter-ego ‘The Great
Trickafoni’ bemused the audience as
he turned chocolate playing cards into
raffle tickets for the day! The much
more talented Pete Firman provided a
superb mix of comedy and world class
illusion, and there were squeals of
amazement and delight as three top-

however, was Chelsea Pension and
Britain’s Got Talent champion, Colin
Thackery, who belied his 90 years and
won everyone’s heart as he presented
the six winners with their awards. He
closed the show to a well-deserved
standing ovation with a beautiful and
apt performance of
Love Changes
Everything.
There was
also a
standing ovation in
tribute to Viv Shepherd of
media sponsor Healthcare
Business magazine for her
outstanding contribution to the
care sector over the last twenty
five years.
Once again more than

Viv Shepherd at last year’s awards

£25,000 was raised and donated to
good causes across the UK, including
the armed forces charity BLESMA and
the Boodica appeal to establish a new
breast cancer unit.
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The Pinders Healthcare Design
Awards limbo under the corona bar!

For further details and/or
photographs, contact Jon
Chapman of Pinders
Tel: 01908 350500
Fax: 01908 350501
E-mail:
jon.chapman@pinders .co.uk
Website: www.pinders.co.uk
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Best Independent
Living Scheme

FIRST

1
Sponsored by

WINNER: Albany Meadows, Balsall Common
OWNERS: Amber Infrastructure
DESIGN:

RUNNERS-UP

The eleven buildings which make up Albany Meadows sit
sympathetically within the sloping countryside.
Adjacent to, but separate from, a neighbouring care home, the
accommodation has been thoughtfully laid out to ensure double aspect
views for each unit, whilst a double height village hall provides a
community hub and lounge. A highly efficient core and satellite heating
system reduces the scheme’s carbon footprint.
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Dell House, Beccles
OWNERS: Cygnet Care
DESIGN:
This mini care village comprises a 60
bed care home and adjacent extracare lodges. Each floor of the home
has a central hub for activities and
communal gatherings, with a café to
the ground floor and an Orangery
naturally lit from above.Outdoor space
has been given great consideration
with two terraces to the first floor.
Chantry Court, Horsham
OWNERS: Halebourne
Care Group
DESIGN:
This care village offers a full range of
care services, including a block of
eight apartments, three cottages and
a 71 bed care and dementia home.
The care home provides direct ground
floor access to gardens and no less
than four terraces for first floor
residents.
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Best Care Home for
Elderly (Higher budget)

FIRST

1
Sponsored by

WINNER: Cavendish Park Care Home, Evesham
OWNERS: Majesticare
DESIGN:

RUNNERS-UP

The use of dormer windows below a flat roof maximises the usable
space within this 67 bedroom home which belies its 1 acre site.
Communal rooms include a computer library, community room, therapy
suite, a multi-space café and a centrally-located cinema room which
encourages more frequent and informal usage.
The choice of outdoor space is extensive, with a large courtyard, raised
planters, greenhouse and a pavilion – which has already been claimed
as a ‘man-cave’!
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Horsell Lodge, Woking
OWNERS: Caring Homes Group
DESIGN:
The layout of this 70 bedroom home
was determined by a combination of
factors including the pathway of the
sun, which residents can track through
the day via a wide choice of communal
spaces and external balconies.
Specialists in wayfinding signage were
engaged to aid navigation.

Farnham Mill, Farnham
OWNERS: Woodlands & Hill
Brow
DESIGN:
The vertical emphasis of the
contemporary architecture integrates
the building within its heavily-treed
setting. The ground floor terrace leads
to a pier whilst a covered first floor
terrace provides a great place to
practice one’s putting! An integral day
centre serves people of the local area.
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Best Elderly Care
Home (lower budget)

FIRST

1
Sponsored by

WINNER: Tranby Park Care Home, Hull
OWNERS: Yorkare Homes
DESIGN:

RUNNERS-UP

There is a close relationship between internal and external spaces within
this 61 bedroom residential and dementia home. To the ground floor,
the residents’ bar area leads out to the bowling green garden, with
pathways then travelling onwards to the kitchen garden, raised
allotments and formal gardens.
Drinks from the first floor visitors’ bar can be enjoyed on a spacious
balcony, whilst the second floor dementia residents have two large roof
terraces to enjoy.
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Dora Rose Care Home, Stafford
OWNERS: Macc Care (Stafford)
DESIGN:
The key target for the design of this
72 bedroom home was ensuring every
resident could enjoy the beautiful flora
and fauna of the Cannock Chase area
of outstanding natural beauty. The
bedrooms and communal areas lead
out to patios, terraces and resinbonded walkways which promote
walking activity within the parkland.
Shipston Lodge, Shipston on Stour
OWNERS: Taylor & Taylor Ltd
DESIGN:

Within walking distance of the town
centre, community interaction was at
the forefront of this project and the
completed home has already become
an established destination for group
meetings and locals are also
encouraged to share the hair salon
and cinema facilities with the home’s
seventy residents.
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Best Care Home for the
Elderly (medium budget)

FIRST

1
Sponsored by

WINNER: Brockington House, Hereford
OWNERS: Dormy Care Communities
DESIGN:

RUNNERS-UP

This 70 bedroom nursing home replaced former council offices within a
conservation area site of mature trees and undulating topography. Full
advantage has been taken of the attractive setting, through a range of
open and covered terraces and an imaginative switch-back walkway
which encourages residents to visit the potting shed and raised planters.
Internally, bespoke signage and visual cues make all areas dementiaenabling, and special features include a pub with beer garden and a
gymnasium with wheelchair compatible machines.
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Poets Mews Care Home, Clevedon
OWNERS: Avery Healthcare
DESIGN:
Occupying a prominent site at the
entrance to the town, this 80 room
care home uses a mix of contrasting
bricks, feature panels and large windows to create a strong, contemporary
statement. The entrance opens into a
welcoming café area and residents
have the choice of several lounges, a
cinema, library and activities room.
Baycroft Fairfield, Hitchin
OWNERS: Frontier Estates
DESIGN:
This 75 bed care home has been
developed within an area of new
housing but retains an excellent
connection with its country environment. The building wraps around
three sides of extensive courtyard gardens, readily enjoyed via the ground
floor restaurant or the spacious
covered terrace to the upper level.
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Best Regeneration
Project

FIRST

1
Sponsored by

WINNER: Tallington Lodge, Stamford
OWNERS: Country Court Care
DESIGN:

RUNNERS-UP

This two-phase project, involving the creation of a new extension prior
to a full refurbishment of the former Victorian vicarage building, has
resulted in a 61 bedroom home offering high quality accommodation.
The two units are connected seamlessly by a glazed walkway.
Communal amenities created include the Gallery Café, Boat House
garden room and the Railway Inn pub, complete with rooftop seating.
Extensive staff facilities, including a spacious training suite have been
added at second floor level.
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Brownscombe Lodge, Haslemere
OWNERS: CHD Living
DESIGN:
Built within the gardens of an existing
nursing home, the sloping site has
been used to good effect as the newly
built 24 room facility bathes in natural
light to all levels. Large windows
provide excellent views of the restored
Lilly pond and wildlife gardens, whilst
a glazed winter-garden link connects
to the remodelled original building.
St Lukes Hospital, Oxford
OWNERS: St Lukes Hospital
DESIGN:
Originally built in 1981 and outgrown
by the demand for rehabilitation and
long-stay care, this project involved the
addition of a second storey as well as
modernisation of the existing
accommodation.
A residents’ café, reception area and
improved access to the gardens have
been created within the original layout.
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Best Specialist
Dementia Design

FIRST

1
Sponsored by

WINNER: Falkland Grange, Newbury
OWNERS: Porthaven Care Homes
DESIGN:

RUNNERS-UP

Built on a former rugby pitch, the linear nature of this site has been
successfully broken up by offset corridors, regular choices of communal
spaces and high levels of natural light.
Navigating through the first floor, 32 bedroom dementia area is assisted
by bold visual cues at each junction and clear pictorial, numerical and
textual signage, including highlight toilet signs perpendicular to the
corridor walls. A small parabolic mirror in the lift removes a potential
issue for some residents whilst satisfying building regulations.
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Tanworth Court, Solihull
OWNERS: Solihull Borough
Council
DESIGN:
This 60 bedroom dementia care home
offers a spacious and welcoming feel
with very wide corridors, allowing for
comfortable resting areas and points
of interest. Corridor junctions are
softened by curved walls and sircadian
lighting ensures an appropriate environment at all times of day and night.
Royal Star & Garter, High Wycombe
OWNERS: Royal Star & Garter
DESIGN:
Within this 74 bedroom home, there
are dedicated ten-bed dementia
families to each of the three floors,
vertically linked by an open-access
staircase and dedicated lift. Each area
is subtly different to match residents’
stage on their dementia journey.
The lounges have direct access to large
private gardens and roof terraces.

